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Vision

Mission

MTCC’s vision is for children and young people to generate hope
and possibilities for their lives through shared engagements with music.

Our mission is to join with communities by offering therapeutic services,
and creating and strengthening musical resources and support networks
to benefit some of Cape Town’s most vulnerable and marginalised

children and young people.
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Management Committee Report

During 2011music provided a refuge tomany of the 667

beneTciaries who participated in our various programmes.

� To little ones who have been silenced by abuse and

neglect, music groups provided a space where they

could rediscover playfulness and their own creativity

and where their voices matter.

� To children who have experienced unspeakable

trauma, music became a medium through which

they could express the inexpressible and begin to

create more hopeful stories for their lives.

� To young girls grappling with the many injustices in

their world, song writing became a way of

overcoming voicelessness.

� To teenage boys, living in a community where gangs

are always looking to recruit, marimba bands oRered

a diRerent sense of identity and belonging.

� To children with cerebral palsy who are locked in a

world of their own, music oRered a way to make

contact with the world, to communicate.

Their stories are told in the pages of our 2011 Songbook.We

honour the MTCC team – a group of experienced and

dedicated people who have committed themselves to

Tnding alternatives through music in the lives of the most

vulnerable children and young people in our society.



The stories in this book pay tribute to your unfailing

commitment – which was especially evident through this

year that also came with its share of challenges.

The South African NGO sector has been speciTcally hard

hit by the current global economic climate. MTCC did not go

unscathed. However, our dedicated group of donors enabled

us to continue our work during diScult times.We are grateful

for your committed support and generosity.

During 2011 we took time to reUect on the core purpose

of MTCC – to build on South Africa’s rich musical heritage by

using music as a clinical tool to contribute to the psycho-

social well-being of children and young people in Cape

Town’s marginalised communities.

We are constantly faced with the South African reality

that children living in under-resourced communities have

very limited, if any, access to therapeutic services. Employing

Tve music therapists enables us to provide this critical

therapeutic intervention to children who have suRered

severe trauma. Furthermore, over the past decade we have

recognised andwitnessed the resilience, resourcefulness and

strengths of the people in the communities inwhichwework.

We have found ways of passing on skills that are transferable

frommusic therapy practice to resourceful people within the

communities and organisations with which we partner. This

enables communitymembers to facilitatemusic groupswith

the aim of using music as a social resource to heal and

strengthen their communities.

Althoughwewill always oRer direct therapeutic services,

our focus for 2012 and beyondwill be to expand our training

workshops to partner organisations in order to provide a

more sustainable service which, in turn, allows us to extend

our reach into other communities. Support for the people in

communities who support vulnerable children and young

people, lies at the heart of our mission as an organisation. By

creating and supporting networks of care in communities,

the inUuence of theMTCCmay be experienced formany years

to come.

Bene'ciaries reached during 2011

Music, My Baby and Me Programme 2%

Early Childhood Development 50%

Music for Life 14%

Music Therapy 25%

Youth Programme 9%

164

11

103

332

57

TOTAL : 667
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Nomzamo Place of Safety in Langa is a sanctuary for
babies and children under the age of six who have been
removed from abusive home environments. The MTCC oRers
individual and group music therapy sessions.

Home fromHome is a
non-proTt organisation that
provides a network of foster
homes in Khayelitsha, the
third largest township in
South Africa. The MTCC runs
an after-school music
programme that includes
gumboot dancing and
African music groups.

Sarah Fox Hospital is the
only convalescent hospital
for children in theWestern
Cape. The MTCC oRers
music therapy session to
children suggering from the
eRects of long-term
hospitalisation.

Brooklyn Chest TB
Hospital oRers long-term
care to patients with TB. The
MTCC oRers individual and
group music therapy and
music groups to children
suRering from the eRects of
long-term hospitalisation.

The communities we work in
and the organisations we partner with:

Heideveld – a community
struggling with the eRects of
poverty, gangsterism, alcoholism and
drug abuse. Heideveld Primary
school is the MTCC’s base in
Heideveld from which we oRer
services to children and young
people referred by school teachers,
parents and other community
members. The MTCC oRers individual
and group music therapy sessions to
children who have experiences trauma. We also run an
after-school music programme for children and youth.
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Sibongile Day and Night
Care Centre in Khayelitsha
is a non-proTt organisation
that provides care to
children with cerebral palsy
and other severe disabilities.
The MTCC oRers individual
and group music therapy
sessions to children.

Etafeni Centre in Nyanga
is a multi-purpose
community centre for
children aRected by HIV and
AIDS and their caregivers.
The MTCC runs an after-
school music programme at
the centre.

St Anne’s Home in
Woodstock is a shelter for
abused and disadvantaged
mothers and their children.
The MTCC oRers a music
group to mothers and
babies and Creative Music
Facilitation training to
child-care workers.
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Music, My baby & Me programme

The discipline of Music Therapy recognizes that the

earliest communication between mother and baby is both

rooted in and expressed through music - we are all familiar

with the ‘sing-song’ way in which a mother communicates

with her new baby. We therefore aimed with this

programme at nurturing the bond between a mother and

her baby, through musical interaction.

The programme was launched in 2011 in Heideveld at

the local library and at St. Anne’s Home in Woodstock – a

place of safety for pregnant, abused and homeless women

with children.

The relationship between a mother and her baby is a vital

one: it’s through this emotional bond and attachment that

a baby learns to feel safe enough to explore and trust his new

environment. Music and music-making is a meaningful way

to enhance the emotional bond between mother and baby.

Not only is music proven to stimulate cognitive, social and

emotional development, it is also a playful and enjoyable
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way in which moms can communicate and play with their

babies. The hope is that in turn, this would have a positive

impact on the emotional and social development of the child

in later years.

Our experiences in this programme led us to develop an

interactive ‘Music, My Baby andMe’four-part workshop. The

workshop is aimed at introducing themanyways thatmoms

(and indeed any caregiver) could usemusic andmusical play

to connect with their babies. Although much of the

workshop is aimed atmakingmusic and interactingwith the

baby through music, each session contain a discussion

around four main topics:

� Me as the caregiver – reUecting on my role and

expectations as a mom, including my own

experiences of being ‘mothered’.

� Implications of bonding and attachment.

� How music can enhance a baby’s development.

� Musical play songs and lullabies.

Due to a lack of resources, this workshop has not yet been

implemented. However, our hope is that the workshops

could in future become a valuable resource to interested

communities and organizations.

Sunelle Fouché – Music Therapist



Early Childhood
Development Programme

Natalie Mason (Creative Music Facilitator) shares

her experiences at Brooklyn Chest Hospital:
“I went from cot to cot making music with each child

one on one. Then a game of turn-taking emerged, by

offering the tambourine to one child, and then to the

child in the neighbouring cot. These experiences of

interaction for the children and the ability of music to

reach through the physical barriers between them,

should not be underestimated. I have noted that

some children, who have been patients at the hospital

for a long time and therefore have been receiving

weekly music sessions for longer than other toddlers,
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as observed by Thérèse Hulme – Research and
Development co-ordinator

are more able to vocalise and improvise! In these

cases it feels as if the ‘language’ of music is

understood and the child is more able to relax into a

space where they can interact and express themselves,

using instruments and voice. How powerful in a

setting like Brooklyn Chest where there is little

interaction, playfulness and not much fun at all!”

In our relationship with young children, we often create

safety and trust by accessing non-intellectual, non-verbal,

musical aspects of ourselves. These aspects, that have to do

with our bodies, with tuning in, with tone of voice and with

patience, become powerful resources for meaning in

relationships with children who are suRering the eRects of

trauma. The main focus of the ECD programme is for these

young children to develop a sense of agency through

exploring and developing their own creativity and

playfulness.

CREATIVE MUSIC
FACILITATION TRAINING
Creative Music Facilitation (CMF) Training is an experiential

training in communicative play through creative music-

making. The training equips care-workers (e.g. teachers,

carers, social workers, musicians, etc) with the necessary skills

and tools to conduct creative music-making sessions with

the children in their care. During 2011, we oRered various

levels of training to Tfteen adults working with three

diRerent groups of young children. Five of these trainees

took part in long term training that included on-site

mentoring, with the remaining ten forming part of one or

Music moves a little girl at
Nomzamo
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two workshops that were run during the year.

Over the two years of running the training, we’ve

witnessed the eRects it had on the teachers in our groups.

Not only did our training add to the skill-sets of teachers, but

also oRered valuable information such as how to speak to a

young child about HIV and the death of a parent. Regularly

held resource days also provided much needed

opportunities for teachers and carers working in these

emotionally challenging contexts, to be validated and

supported themselves.

‘What the trainingmeant tome’. A trainee speaks
up:

‘It’s a huge new thing for me. Before, I didn’t

allow them (the children) to do anything. I was

never child-directed. I always used to say: ‘You

need to do this’. It was a huge thing to take on (to

let the children take initiative). But the children are

more open now. Miguel was asking ‘can we sing

this? Can we listen to this?’ So I’m getting to know

them better. I am not as strict as I used to be. ..’’

According to Chantal training had raised her own

awareness about the importance of understanding

‘where the child is coming from’. Chantal said that

by knowing more, ‘’I can have more empathy’.

(Comment by Chantal from St Anne’s)
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Music for Life Programme
share their stories with each other. It’s within this safe space

that children bond with and learn from positive role models

from their own communities – youth facilitators from the

MTCC Youth programme facilitate the junior marimba and

music groups. Many children in the Music for Life

programmes are inspired by the presence of the older youth

facilitators, and have expressed the hope of becoming

teachers themselves when they’re older.

In communities where often there is little sense of hope for

achieving success in the future, this desire to succeed and

give back to the community is signiTcant.

During weekly music rehearsals (choir, drumming, gumboot

dancing), children learn and master musical skills. They also

connect and form friendships as they socialise, play and
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THE MUSIC FOR LIFE ISLAND
This is the Music for Life Island Anthem – a collaborative

creation by the children in the various Music for Life groups

(with the help of Dolly Parton who composed the original

chorus). The idea of the Music for Life Island came about in

acknowledgement that choir and junior music groups

provide a safe space away from the worries and challenges

that children face in their communities, families and at

school. The children involved in theMusic for Life programme

(all between the ages of 5 and 14 years old) decided on the

values that guide life on the Music For Life Island and these

include “love, sharing, caring, respect and fun”. These values

stand in sharp contrast to the issues they identiTed as being

present in their everyday lives namely “drugs, bullies,

rudeness andmeanness”. In a community where children are

exposed to poverty, violence, and drugs, the Music for Life

Island introduces an alternative way of being and living. The

idea is to grow the island to include their friends and parents,

and in doing so extend the ethos of love, respect, caring and

sharing.
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MUSIC FOR LIFE CAMP
The Music for Life Island was the theme for the 2011 camp.

The lively activities and games were centered around the

Island ethos. The children collaborated in drawing and

creating the Island map as well as composing the Island

anthem. All these creative collaborations on camphelped the

children to connect and forge new friendships – the girls all

pushing tables together to sit together atmealtimes, and the

boys doing the same thing by Sunday morning breakfast.

There seemed to be a spirit of togetherness between the

children who all come from diRerent schools and

communities.

THE SOLOISTS IN CHOIR
Several children were chosen to sing solos for our

performance at the Heideveld concert in November 2011. For

one group of 4 girls, this boosted their conTdence and it

seemed that being chosen to sing a solo gave them a sense

of achievement and importance, and the understanding that

they have something special to oRer their community.

Damien*, who has been in the choir for the past 4 years, sang

a solo part and surprised everyonewith his angelic voice.Well

known as a ‘troublemaker’ in his community, he had the

audience in awe during his performance. This once again

highlights the role that the concert plays in showcasing the

talents of the community’s children and possibly revealing a

diRerent side to the child – one that the audience may not

be aware of. Solo performances help shift the perspectives

of those in the community and may help child and support

system engage more positively with each other.
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THE ANNUAL HEIDEVELD
COMMUNITY CONCERT
The 2011 Heideveld concert was a resounding success. Over

400 audience members cheered and clapped for their

children, who all performed with great passion and

enjoyment. The hard work at rehearsals during the year

culminated in a celebration where the children could show

oR theirmusical skills for their parents and friends andwhere

the community could bear witness to their children’s talents.

Some parents had never seen their children perform before

and many expressed their amazement at discovering how

special and talented their children are. It was also an

opportunity for youth trainee facilitators to lead their groups

in performance and to be validated for their leadership skills

by peers and community alike.

THE ETAFENI AND HOME
FROM HOME MUSIC
SHOWCASE
This event was held as a space where the children from the

Music for Life and Youth programmes could show oR their

talents and musical skills, and have their families and friends

witness and celebrate their successes. This was a joyful

occasion that had the audience up dancing, ululating,

clappingwildly and snapping photos of the youngmusicians

in action. The fact that these children are aRected by HIV and

come from incredibly under-resourced areas was

overshadowed by their lively energy and skilful singing and

dancing. In a community where culturally, children’s voices

are seldom given as much airtime or value as that of adults,

a concert where the audience was listening in awe to them

was signiTcant. Formany parents, this was the Trst time they

experienced their children’s musical talents.



Youth Programme

Wheremany young people in the communities in which

we work discontinue with education and have a limited

vision for their lives, music rehearsals by contrast, play a

crucial role in growing the capacity of young people for

musical mastery and completion of an aesthetic product.

When shared within home communities and further aTeld,

audience members have been compelled to acknowledge

the extraordinary abilities possessed by youth who might

normally be labelled as ‘no good’. Gaining status in the eyes

of others can be a powerful drug, highlighting a need to

couple musical mastery with personal mastery. Given the

long-term vision of nurturing youth who can go on to

consciously andmindfully steer the course of their own lives,

a holistic approach involving the creation of a culture of

reUection and service was thus adopted and integrated into

the programme. This took the shape of workshops and

camps that explored emerging themes based on the young

people’s experiences, as well as mentoring of youth who

showed an inclination for sharing their musical skills and

personal insights by co-facilitatingmusic groups in theMusic

for Life Programme.

13
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SONG WRITING
Many of the teenagers who had been participating in the

music groups of the MTCC, had expressed an interest in the

establishment of a forumwhere they could discuss common

struggles, worries and hopes for their lives.

During the Trst session of the year, facilitated byThérèse

(a narrative therapist), a group of teenage girls from

Heideveld, Nyanga and Khayelitsha got together and shared

their experiences of abuse in their communities that had led

them to believe that they were “not good enough.”

After the sessionThérèse wrote the girls a letter in which

she reUected on what had emerged during the session. She

spoke about the distress she felt at hearing about the abuse

they were subjected to on a daily basis. In the second part of

the letter she enquired if there were any stories about“being

good enough” that they could also be telling about

themselves.

This enquiry led to further conversations and stories of

beinggoodenough.The storiesweredocumentedand turned

into songs. During the course of 2011 a total of Tve “Good

enough” songs were written and performed by teenage girls

from the Youth Programme, with the assistance of Jo Edgar,

Mandana Ahmadi and Philna Badenhorst. (Music Therapist)

This is the story of one of the songs…

Mama Beaullah says to me…
Three teenage friends from Home from Home (an NGO who

provide foster homes), wanted to share their “good enough”

storywithThérèse, who paid them a visit in Khayelitsha. Each

of the three girls said that fostermom,Ms BeaullahMayekiso,

or Mama Beaullah as she is known by the young people, was

the person through whose eyes they were able to see

themselves as “being good enough”. However, when asked,

the girls shrugged. They could not say exactly what it was

that mama Beaullah would be saying about them. It was as

if any kind of positive identity description was almost

inconceivable to them.

Mama Beaullah’s housewas located just across the street

from the centre where the conversation was taking place.

She was sitting in the small room with a neighbour,

surrounded by a group of children. Thérèse explained the

purpose of her visit. She told mama Beuallah that she had

been identiTed as the person who would be able to conTrm

that these girls were good enough. Would she be willing to

speak, in their presence, aboutwhat was special to her about

each one of the girls?

So it came about thatMama Beaullahwent withThérèse

to the centre and allowed herself to be interviewed about

the girls. Thérèse took notes of what she said.Whilst talking,

mama Beaullah would, from time to time, address the girls

in Xhosa, which is their mother tongue. Also present in the

session was Jo Edgar, a music therapist from Scotland, who

was in South Africa for a three month period to experience

the work of the MTCC. Jo’s area of musical expertise was the

recording of music.

Over the next couple of sessions, under Jo’s guidance, the

teenagers turned mama Beaullah’s words into a song. The

beat of the song came fromMauni1 . By the end of June 2011,

we had the completed song.
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The title of the song was: ‘ Mama Beaullah says to me…”:

The delight with which the girls engaged in the recording

was obvious. Recording their own unique “good enough”

song became an exercise in redeTning how the teenage girls

saw themselves. Alongside all of the negative identity

conclusions these teenagers had about themselves, some

alternative identity descriptions were now being provided

by Mama Beaullah, who spoke as a legitimate and an

appreciative witness to their lives.

(Thérèse Hulme – Narrative Therapist)

DOLL-MAKING
Through a peer learning process with partner organisation

dlalanathi, MTCC has adopted a therapeutic ‘music and doll-

making process’as part of the services we oRer. This process

was conducted with the girls in the Youth programme at a

camp in May in order to build on the theme of “being good

enough”. While it is sometimes diScult to bare one’s soul to

others particularly where trust in relationships has been

compromised, many of the girls found that sharing their

stories through the voice of their dolls enabled them to be

vulnerable in a safe and contained way. The youth spoke of

people and incidents in their lives that dampened their

feelings of “being good enough”, but were also able to hold

in mind someone through whose eyes they did see

themselves as “good enough”. That they were able to

articulate their dreams for the future was a sign of resilience

and hope. The dolls tangibly embody the“not good enough”

stitching and stuSng as we attempt to create and recreate

ourselves in our relationships. At the same time, the dolls also

serve as powerful reminders to giving permission for our

feelings of “being good enough” and not “being good

enough” to co-exist in tension, takes a great amount of

courage and creativity, and is indeed a thing of beauty.
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SERVICE
“Joy can be real only if people look on their
life as a service, and have a definite object in
life outside themselves and their personal

happiness.” (Leo Tolstoy)

Maintaining a balance between self-indulgence that arises

from self-serving accomplishments, and the joy that selUess

acts of service elicit in both those who serve and those who

are served, is a delicate one. It was wonderful to witness an

emerging understanding of the relationship between service

and joy amongst the boys in the programme. Two of the

youth co-facilitated music groups from the Music for Life

Programme with great investment. Extending their musical

skills, conducting a group, and taking an active interest in

the lives of groupmembers seemed to be a source of joy and

encouragement to them. The end of year camp saw the

culmination of a year’s worth of rehearsing the ethos of

service. Having been given practical responsibilities during

gigs and rehearsals, it was not a huge stretch for the youth to

translate this ethos outside of themusic space, taking charge

of the cooking and leading the group on hikes.

“Consciously or unconsciously, every one
of us does render some service or other. If
we cultivate the habit of doing this service
deliberately, our desire for service will

steadily grow stronger, and will make, not
only our own happiness, but that of

the world at large.” (MahatmaGandhi)
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Music &erapy Programme

Music therapy oRers unique opportunities for

connection, interaction and engagement for children who

are unable to communicate verbally. The following stories

illustrate the power of music as a non-verbal medium for

communication.

From vacancy to vibrancy

Sam* is a little boy staying at the Sarah Fox

Children’s Convalescent Hospital. He has been

diagnosed with Rubinstein-Taybi Syndrome – a

genetic disorder characterized by short stature,

moderate to severe learning difficulties, distinctive

facial features, broad thumbs and first toes. There is

no medical reason why Sam should still be at Sarah

Fox and yet he has been at the hospital for the

duration of 2011 due to an unstable and unsuitable

home environment.
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At the beginning of 2011 I saw Sam (3) lying in a cot
on his back. All the other children where in the
playroom at the time and I was struck by his
apparent isolation. I walked over to his cot and
started initiating interaction. I was met by a vacant
stare and not much else. It was at this point that I
decided that Sam was the perfect candidate for music
therapy. He does not speak yet and from what I could
gather did not have opportunities for the interaction
and stimulation necessary for his development.

Initially he was relatively quiet in sessions, but
soon realized that I was trying to make contact with
him through the music. He started taking my hand
and clapping his hand on my hand. This action of
seeking out contact with me was a profound moment
in our work together as he became more self-aware
and more aware of me. In the absence of a stable
care-giver, this experience of being with someone and
communicating reciprocally was something that he
was not receiving anywhere else and it is my hope
that he was able to internalize some of our
interactions as a basis for developing good
attachments and relationships in the future.
Throughout the year he has become playful and far
more expressive. Through this work I was struck by
music’s ability to draw this little boy from vacancy to
vibrancy.

(CarolWilliams – Music Therapist)

been making good progress in therapy sessions and
Charlie and I had formed a trusting relationship.
When Charlie was placed in foster care in July, it was
decided that I would go and see Charlie at his new
foster home to help smooth his transition – the music,
the instruments and I could be recognisable and safe
‘things’ in this new environment. It might also have a
positive influence on his developing relationship with
this new foster mother and siblings (if there were
any).

Arrangements were made for me to travel to Delft
to visit Charlie one Tuesday afternoon. Mrs Brent*
came out, and although she seemed a little nervous,
she welcomed me into her lounge and called Charlie.
When he appeared from out the kitchen, he smiled as
he saw me and immediately ran towards the red
Djembe drum, which had been his favourite
instrument during our music therapy sessions. We sat
down and began playing our hello song. His foster
mom sat on the couch very near us and nodded along
to the music. After singing hello to Charlie, Mrs Brent
and me, we began an improvised tambourine game. I
suddenly noticed several heads popping up from
behind the couch… Charlie’s new brothers and sisters
came to see what was happening. I invited them to
come and play with us and suddenly we were a whole
band (Mrs Brent, myself and 6 children between 2
and 12)!

There were lots of smiles, laughter and
amusement as Mrs Brent and her foster children,
including Charlie, interacted playfully with each
other. It felt like an enjoyable, relaxed, playful and
uniting experience for the whole family. We sang a
special, final goodbye to everyone and I left with all
the children hanging over the fence waving goodbye
to me.

(Karyn Stuart – Music Therapist)

Makingmusic with Charlie and his new foster family

I’ve been seeing 5 year old Charlie* for music therapy
sessions since January 2011. Charlie grew up living
on the streets. In 2010 he was taken to a place of
safety where MTCC has been running a music
therapy programme. He was referred for music
therapy by the matron as he was withdrawn and had
very delayed social and speech development. We had
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Financial Report

However, the MTCC has not been untouched by the

current economic crunch and we have had to put

contingency plans in place to ensure the sustainability of

MTCC into the future.

We hope to garner further Tnancial support for our

work from local corporate companies as well as the private

sector during 2012, whilst still sourcing funding from

international trusts and foundations. Into 2012, we hope to

increase fees generated from training oRered to other

NGOs and the private sector which will in turn go towards

supporting our programmes in under-resourced

communities.

The Tgures reUected in the pie graphs are accurate

extracts from our 2011 Audited Financial Statements as

completed by a South African Institute of Chartered

Accountants (SAICA) accredited accounting Trm. A full set

of our Tnancial statements are available for scrutiny on our

website (www.music-therapy.org.za).
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Grants and donations 90%
Government Subsidies 5%
Fees 2%
Interest received 3%
Other 0%

R124 418

TOTAL : R2 354 320

Personnel costs 60%
Operating costs 9%
Promotions and fund development 8%
Governance 2%
Professional services 4%
Office expenses 2%
Premises costs 15%

TOTAL : R1 016 330

R2 108 840

R 611 854

R 157 464

R 86 153 R 95 335
R 85 639

R 404 559

R 253 742

R 94 208
R 191 753

R 338 598

R72 295

R5 695

R43 072

R 904 843

R 284 850

R 105 000
R 398 451

Anonymous 14%
Dangwen Trust 1%
David Graaff Foundation 0.3%
DG Murray Trust 5%
Freedom to Create concert 2%
Harris Family 2%
MAID Foundation 3%
MTN SA Foundation 3%
National Lottery Distribution 43%

Trust Fund

The Foschini Group 2%
The Ackerman Family 0.4%

Educational Trust
Stephen Lewis Foundation 1%

Mentorship Project
Stephen Lewis Foundation 19%
Old Mutual Staff Volunteer 1.3%

Trust Fund
Other Donations 3%

TOTAL : R2 108 840

Baby Programme 6%
ECD Programme 14%
Music for Life Programme 24%
Youth Programme 29%
Music Therapy Programme 18%

Capacity Building 7%
Evaluation and Research 1%
Supervision .5%
Materials and Resources .25%
Maintenance of instruments .25%

TOTAL : R1 392 836

R 20 000
R 5 000

R 46 258
R 50 000
R 60 000
R 57 000

R 10 000
R 21 138
R 50 000
R 66 300
R 30 000

R 764
R 45 138
R 19 622

R 5 034
R 15 004
R 1 303
R 2 996

Operational Expenditure Programme Expenditure

Income received during 2011 Grants & Donations

Income

Expenditure



Anonymous

Dangwen Trust

David GraaD Foundation

Department of Social Development

DGMurray Trust

Freedom to Create

Harris Family

In Memory of Robyn Stonestreet

MAID Foundation

MTN SA Foundation

National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund

OldMutual StaD Volunteer Trust Fund

Stephen Lewis Foundation

The Ackerman Family Educational Trust

The Foschini Group

Donors | 2011
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Physical Address:

44 Roseville Road

CLAREMONT 7708

SOUTH AFRICA

Postal Address:

P O Box 2069

CLAREINCH 7740

SOUTH AFRICA

Board Members

Contact Details
Tel/Fax: +27 21 671 5196

Email: info@music-therapy.org.za

Website: www.music-therapy.org.za

Banking Details
ABSA Bank

Account Number: 405 895 2649

Branch Code: 632 005

Swift Code: ABSA ZAJJ

RAYMOND SCHULLER, Chairperson

SUNELLE FOUCHÉ

DIANA ROSS

ALEXANNE TINGLEY

BRENDA ROBERTSON, Deputy Chairperson

KERRYN TORRANCE

MELANIE FORTUIN-DURR

CERRI NEWDIGATE

MTCC Team Members

Sunelle Fouché, Executive Director

Kerryn Torrance, Director

Alexanne Tingley, Operations Manager

Thérèse Hulme, Research and Development Co-ordinator

Mandana Ahmadi,Music Therapist

Karyn Stuart,Music Therapist

Philna Badenhorst,Music Therapist

CarolWilliams,Music Therapist

Bongile MarkWilliams, Community DevelopmentWorker

Zwai Mvimbi, Community Musician

Vuyo Katsha, Community Musician

Natalie Mason, Creative Music Facilitator

Sizwe Lubengu, Creative Music Facilitator

Juanita vanWyk, Fund Developer

Roma Nathan, Bookkeeper

Salie Abrahams, Ad-hoc Driver
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